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Chapter 1 : Wardrobe Essentials : 10 Pieces Every Man Should Own - Iron and Tweed
The Affordable Wardrobe Guide Are you a young man looking to build a respectable casual wardrobe? Maybe you're in
high school, college, or just starting out in the workforce and need to stick to a budget.

My three goals are to 1 outline the basic principles of dressing well and starting a wardrobe, 2 provide some
suggestions for what basic items to buy with a focus on affordability and availability , and 3 list some
additional resources for learning more. But before diving in, two quick things to note. Basic Principles My
general recommendations for building a basic, starter wardrobe are: The How Clothes Should Fit guide in the
sidebar is an excellent resource, but the quickest rules of thumb are that shoulder seams should sit at the top of
your natural shoulder instead of drooping down your arms, pants should stay up without a belt, and clothes
should follow the lines of your body without being excessively tight or baggy. A few pairs of pants and a
handful of shirts can be combined and recombined into a massive number of outfits. In fact, building a
versatile wardrobe instead of buying distinct outfits is one of the most frugal decisions you can make. Frankly,
simply wearing well-fitting basics is going to set you apart from the crowd. Roll up the sleeves to wear them
more casually, keep them rolled down for business casual. For a basic wardrobe, I recommend avoiding black
shirts even tees and short-sleeve button-up shirts. See the guide to shirts on the sidebar for more info. Pants
â€” For the spring and summer, the core items in a casual wardrobe are jeans and chinos. Depending on where
you live and how you feel about them, shorts are useful too. Jacket - Depending on where you live, a
lightweight rain jacket Uniqlo , Penfield or pullover anorak LL Bean might be worth investing in. Even a
classic tan trench coat if your style leans dressier [ http: All of them can be worn sockless or with no-show
loafer socks. When you get closer to the business casual end of the spectrum, a pair of brown captoes or
wingtips are workhorses Allen Edmonds , Stafford. Accessories â€” Other things you may want to invest in
are sunglasses Wayfarers, Clubmasters, aviators, or knockoffs from mall kiosks , a watch Timex Weekender ,
Seiko 5 , ties 2. Crew , Uniqlo , and cardigans Uniqlo , Target are all basics worth considering. See the pants
guide on the sidebar for more. Outerwear â€” What you need obviously depends on region, but a peacoat in
charcoal or navy is hard to do wrong Schott , J. You can buy cheap versions of these coats at places like
Target, but if warmth is your goal, outerwear is something worth investing in.
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Chapter 2 : Dappered â€“ Affordable Men's Style
Every man's wardrobe should be built around a few quality staples. These items shouldn't be too trendy or they'll have to
be replaced frequently. For example, the baggy, oversized suits from the 90's or the painted-on-skinny version from the
following decade make someone look "fashionable.

Apr 21, It is a fact that fashion can be very expensive but not style. You can easily dress up very nicely with
out spending all your money. The big brands know that now customers are smarter and they must produce
high quality products for less. With the growth of new fashion brands, the winners are those who can please
their customers. Zara is a big example of this. Zara is one of the of largest retailers in the planet and they sell
their clothes for a very good price. So my point is that, like Zara, there are many other fashion brands with this
same mentally, and unless you have the money and you like to buy luxury items from certain brands, there is
no reason for you to go over budget and spend all your money on clothes. And in the case that you do prefer to
buy from luxury brands but you are on a budget, choosing the right items will be key in order to create an
affordable versatile wardrobe. So as you can see, either way we have to be smart in the way we shop. With
that in mind, I want to show you what I believe to be the must have items, or the first basic ones, that you
should buy to revamp your style. White Shirt You need one item that you will wear a lot, with unlimited
number of outfits, and will never be out of fashion; this item would be our life saving white shirt. When I say
unlimited outfits I really mean it and I am talking about casual, dress up, with tie or a beanie; this is what I call
a true must have! This is the best one: You will see guys like David Beckham wearing a white shirt many
times in a roll because it is just easier to wear; Not to mention Karl Lagerfeld or Tom Ford. Choosing the right
denim is just as important as choosing the rest of your outfit. Denim jeans should work as the support for your
outfit and not the center of attention. You should worry more about the fitting rather than the color of it. I
always think a darker color looks better than a lighter one. A darker denim will also match more types of
outfits than a lighter one; but it is always good to have a light denim in your wardrobe as a backup. I would
suggest you go with a slim fit denim because it just looks better and more modern. Whenever you see him, he
is wearing one of these guys; even with a suit. There is nothing easier than pairing white sneakers with your
outfit; if you can wear it with a suitâ€¦ you can wear it with anything. My favorite white sneakers are the Vans
, common projects and the Adidas Stan Smith. By the way, follow Aleks Musika on instagram for some white
sneaker inspiration. Buy the right Suit When you are on a budget you need to buy the clothes that will be easy
to wear and will be very versatile. In the Suit case, that would be the gray suit. In my opinion, one of the
smartest episodes from GQ. In the video they show how to pack for a trip without taking a lot of stuff. And
surprisingly the Gray suit was there. It is really cool to see the many looks you can get from the same suit.
You can go from business outfit to casual just by adding for example some dark denim jeans. This is definitely
my favorite episode from GQ! No More Printed t-shirt Talking about grayâ€¦ you can use the same rule with
t-shirts. If you want to look stylish, the basic will be your best choice. Feel free to wear colored tees like
yellow, red, orange but your must have will be the black, white or Gray. Take a look at Scott Disick; how
many t-shirt colors does a millionaire need? With only a cheap gray t-shirt you will be able to throw in many
outfits without no one noticing it. It is not just a classic shoe, it is also very versatile and easy to wear. Wear it
for a business meeting, take out the socks for a casual outfit, put on shorts and enjoy a sunny day. It works for
every look. You can also find loafers for a very good price. By the way, if it is your first acquisition, go for a
brown color rather than black. Final Words You see, without spending a lot of money you can change your
whole wardrobe. The trick is to buy the right items that you will be able to wear a lot. What was your favorite?
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Chapter 3 : Reader Favorites: 20 Budget Friendly Fashion Bloggers | The Everygirl
Wardrobe Basics Checklist To get the most from this wardrobe staple, select a style made of an all-season fabric, like
tropical wool or viscose. For a casual.

Quite often, these staple pieces get better with age, so investing in quality from the beginning is almost always
a good idea. Here are 10 of my most loved pieces that helped me to elevate my style in a variety of situations.
They instantly dress up a casual look and can give a suit a more laid-back feel. I prefer these in light blue or
with a subtle stripe to maximize versatility. Crisp White Shirt Completes the refined look with your suit or can
be worn with jeans and a blazer for that smart casual look. Cardigans are another piece that can have all of the
comfort and ease of their less formal counterparts but give one a put together look. Buttons up the front make
taking it on and off a breeze, perfect for those buildings that have their thermostats set to Sahara. I prefer a
shawl neck as I find it enhances my physique rather than detract from. The extra roll of fabric gives the
illusion of taller traps where as the standard cardigan creates the look of slouchy shoulders. You can get a nice
affordable option from Target. Dark Denim Pre-distressed denim makes me cringe. Denim that was bought
raw not distressed and broken-in naturally tells a story of love and adventure. Not really, but you get the idea.
Also, no leather blazers or trench coats. Adding a leather jacket is a sure fire way to inject some badass style,
and confidence, into any outfit. You can take a proper pairing of oxfords, gray trousers, and a crisp shirt and
tie from school boy to rebel in one step with this single piece. Choose brown or black based on personal
preference. Navy Blazer In some cases you can wear the suit jacket separately, but I find having a blazer made
of less formal fabric with softer construction helps bridge the gap between casual and formal. My favorite
outfits are the ones that are dressed up based on garment style but casual based on fabric and combination.
Boat Shoes As comfortable as slippers. As cool and easy as flip-flops. This is my everyday shoe from spring
until autumn. Sperry make the perfect pair. Wingtips Equally at home with jeans as with a suit. Appropriate in
all but the most formal occasions. You can wear them to an interview then out to the pub after. Brown is more
casual and can develop a wonderful patina while black looks more elegant. I also plan on featuring each of
these pieces separately to illustrate their flexibility and to give a little more advice on fit, fabric, color, and
pairing options. So, what say you? Let me know in the comments below!
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Chapter 4 : Style Advice For Man Over 50 | How Older Men Should Plan A Wardrobe
Guide The Basic Wardobe (www.nxgvision.comshionadvice) submitted 5 years ago * by jdbee The current basic
wardrobe guide has been a fantastic resource for the community for the last year, but I wanted to take a crack at
revising and extending it.

November 12, By Joe Heads up: Buying via our links may result in us getting a commission. Pretty sure this is
the first time J. November 9, By Joe Heads up: November 8, By Joe Heads up: Contributor, Photographer, and
man on the move Stephen Knight offers his take on this heritage field jacket. November 6, By Joe Heads up:
Part of their daily flash-sale deals for fall. Up to you guys. A tweed blazer for fall and winter, minus the stiff
and scratch. And maybe finally on sale? Getting field tested in the Great White North. November 5, By Joe
Heads up: November 1, By Joe Heads up: October 31, By Joe Heads up: As good as it gets for BR. Smart
topcoats, moleskin traveler pants, warm sweaters, and more. October 30, By Joe Heads up: Hold on tight Mr.
Ships fast and returns for free too. The coats, deals, alternatives, and discrepancies from the month that was.
October 29, By Joe Heads up: October 25, By Joe Heads up: Plus BR wool blend topcoats and bombers, new
Fair Isle, and more. Plus the perfect peacoat, and a shoe makeover journey of epic proportions. October 24, By
Joe Heads up: Two long time readersâ€¦ who also happen to be up and coming rock stars. October 23, By Joe
Heads up: To button, or not to button.
Chapter 5 : Men's Style Guide | Casual Style Advice | FashionBeans
Find this Pin and more on Style by Kymberly Van Duren. Would be cute as engagement ring with yours and your
finances birth stones. Or your kids birthstones. could be a mother's ring with 2 kids birthstones. plain and simple, love it!
Build-a-ring. Start w/ Husband & wife birthstones, then add.

Chapter 6 : Men's Style on a Budget ; How To Get More For Your Buck | Royal Fashionist
Read on for business casual style tips and the key pieces worth investing in. read on for pieces you'll be needing to
dress business casual. BUY AFFORDABLE BASICS @ ASOS This guide to.

Chapter 7 : Kinowear - Make Them Look Twice
The Budget Babe is a blog for hotties on a budget, featuring the latest cheap-chic fashion news, designer and celebrity
looks-for-less, and honest reports on the places we all love to shop. Read more >>.

Chapter 8 : Casual Style - Iron and Tweed
A powerhouse when it comes to affordable fashion ASOS is your best bet for basics. Home to more than world-class
fashion brands, as well as a brand of its own, ASOS makes looking good almost.

Chapter 9 : The Basic Wardobe : malefashionadvice
The Guide To Men's Business Casual Ditch the tie For decades the suit jacket and tie have gone together like Lennon
and McCartney, but just as the infamous Beatle's duo proved in the '70s, sometimes you must go your separate ways.
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